
Southco Sales Insights Case Study:
Driving Profitability to New Levels

50% reduction in underperforming accounts

100% real-time order visibility for sales and territory managers

Per store profitability increased 10%

Instant visibility for year-over-year trends on same store sales, revenue, and profitability

Visual indicators of per-order profitability, returns and discontinued tags

Flagged and identified 100% of unprofitable orders and accounts

100% visibility on promotion performance at account and order level 

AT-A-GLANCE
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DRIVES RECORD SALES INSIGHTS



CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT DRIVES THE TOP-LINE AND BOTTOM-LINE 
r.! Nowsight -

Family-owned distribution powerhouse Southco Distributing Company is one of the top 10 largest convenience store distributors 

in the US. Building on a 35-year heritage of superior customer service to more than 1,300 accounts in five Southeastern US 

states, Southco seeks to find every operational advantage possible. 

Teaming with Nowsight to implement real-time dashboards for their picking and stocking operations lead to more than quarter 

million dollars in savings. The partners then turned their attention to key sales metrics such as average profit and sundry sales, to 

drive increased profitability 

'' 
We had the mentality for many years that growing sales was the 

best path to growing profit. We shifted several years back to 

analyzing profitability by account based on pre-established 

ratios of items we sold them. With Nowsight we have instant 

visibility on the metrics we've identified. This has allowed us the 

ability to maximize each account's potential. 

'' 
Sherwin Herring, Southco CEO 

A two-prong business plan to aggressively land new accounts while minimizing unprofitable/sub-par accounts yielded dramatic 

operational efficiencies and bottom-line growth. 

Now, gauges show sales and profit-now, last month and YTD-in a quick view that is color-coded to show performance. 

Mountain charts visually focus the team by displaying year-over-year and week-over-week trends to instantly spot issues and 

strengths to leverage. Additional details are quickly accessible by simply clicking to drill-down. 



DAILY EMAILS FOCUS SALES EFFORTS 
r.! Nowsight -

Each sales rep gets a daily email with a recap of their prior day's shipments, by account. It spells out the order profitability, 

compares it to the prior order and average profit for that account. 

"Each sales member is in-and-out of a car 1 0-15 times a day," said Garver. "They need to start the day with exactly the information 

that focuses their efforts, and that's precisely what we have with the Nowsight Sales Dashboard." 

Focusing on same-store sales in a way that delivers the exact information needed, while eliminating clutter, delivers powerful 

information about how the business is really growing. Of course this information helps when engaging with new accounts too 1 

Nowsight is able to customize and evolve these daily emails as Southco's business grows For example, additional focus areas are 

being rolled out so the sales team can precisely track incentivized items or if they are hitting targets for a percentage fill rate. 

This enables real-time tracking for each rep on their performance 
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The team never looked at reports. We know they engage with these 

emails because they ask us questions and proactively reach out. 

No doubt it's become a powerful tool for us."

'' 
John Garver, Southco Key Account Manager 
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